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Program Report 

Certificate Webinar on All about Intellectual Property Rights: 

Understanding how can innovative ideas be protected. 

1. Program Type: Capacity Building Program 

2. Organized By : Gujarat University Start-up and Entrepreneurship Council 

3. Theme : Intellectual Property Right 

4. Academic Year: 2021-2022 

5. Quarter: Q2 

6. Date: 30th March, 2022 

7. Total number of participants: 17 

8. Mode: Online 

9. Budget/ Expenditure: Not Applicable 

 

Summary of Event:  

On 30th March 2022, a webinar on All about Intellectual Property Rights: Understanding how 

can innovative ideas be protected has been organised by Gujarat University Start-up and 

Entrepreneurship Council. The entire session was moderated by Priyanka Bajaj and the speaker 

of the webinar was Mr. Shrijay Sheth, Co-founder of Legalwiz. The webinar was attended by 

the staffs of E-YUVA Centre (Supported by BIRAC), adamas University and other students 

and Faculty members of Adamas University has also attended the seminar to gain knowledge 



regarding the details of Intellectual Property Rights. The session included topics starting from 

patent searching to filing patent and protecting the rights. The entire session was very much 

informative for all the participants and technical discussions has helped everybody to 

understand the importance of Intellectual Property Rights in everyday life. 

Objective:  

To understand the process of protecting innovative ideas with the help of Intellectual Property 

Rights 

Event details: 

Gujarat University Start-up and Entrepreneurship Council has organised a webinar on 30th 

March 2022 on the theme a Certificate Webinar on All about Intellectual Property Rights: 

Understanding how can innovative ideas be protected.  Resource person of the webinar was 

Mr. Shrijay  Sheth, Co-founder of Legalwiz and the entire program was moderated by Priyanka 

Bajaj. The webinar included key elements of IPR that includes Patents, Copyrights, Designs, 

Trademarks/ Service marks, Trade secrets/ Confidential Information and Geographical 

Indication. Trademarks are being protected both nationally and internationally as one can apply 

for registration of trademark in any countries or jurisdictions where they provide goods and 

services. Intellectual property can be protected in multiple countries by following WIPO 

(World Intellectual Property Organization) system. It is a centralized filing system that allows 

all the signatories of the Madrid protocol and Agreement to have a uniform and common system 

for filing Trademark Applications. Apart from this, the session included information regarding 

types of patent application. There are two types of patent application, the first one is Provisional 

Application and it is filed when an invention is under the process of being completed. This 

helps the inventor in protecting their innovation while it is still being finalized and helps in 

protecting the priority date. The provisional application gives inventor 12 months to file a 

complete Patent Application. Another type is Complete application and it is considered to be 

the final application filed by an applicant. As per this application, once it is filed no changes 

can be done in context of the claims and the drawings. Complete application can be filed if the 

applicant is very much sure about the invention and don’t want to opt for any further changes. 

The entire webinar has helped all the participants to understand the concept of Intellectual 

Property Rights and gain technical knowledge regarding the process of patent searching and 

filing.  

 



 

 

 

 10. Mandatory Submission: 

a) Flier 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 b)  Photos: 

 

Photographs of Students, Staffs and Faculty members of Adamas University attending 

webinar at E-YUVA Centre (Supported by BIRAC), Adamas University on All about 

Intellectual Property Rights: Understanding how can innovative ideas be protected. 

   

 

 



List of Participants 



c) Social Media Link:  

 

Facebook: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=101529015859863&set=a.101336252545806 

 

LinkedIn: 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/innovation-and-incubation-adamas-university 

15b506235/recent-activity/ 

  

Certificates: 

Signature: 

 

 

 

 
Convener, IIC-AU 
 
Associate Director, Incubation 
Chief Coordinator, E-YUVA Centre, Adamas University 
(Supported by BIRAC) 
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